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House GOP Set to Investigate PayPal for Its Plan to Fine Users for ‘Misinformation’
 
October 21, 2022October 20, 2022 Admin 
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by Arjun Singh

 

House Republicans are likely to launch an investigation of PayPal for a now-retracted policy that would fine users up to $2,500 for spreading “misinformation” or posting content that it deemed “objectionable,” per a letter sent to PayPal Tuesday.

The letter demanded that PayPal send House Republicans on the Energy and Commerce Committee and Financial Services Committee written answers to 15 questions about the circumstances surrounding the “Acceptable Use Policy,” which was published by PayPal on Oct. 8. The questions demand PayPal to name those who drafted the policy, who had the authority to approve it, and whether PayPal had coordinated with the Biden administration regarding it.

“As a leading financial technology company, it is concerning that a user agreement that

contemplates the restriction of free speech was uploaded and disseminated to PayPal users –

even if in error,” the letter read, which was signed by Republican Reps. Patrick McHenry of North Carolina and Cathy McMorris Rodgers of Washington, who are ranking members of the aforementioned committees. The letter asked that answers be provided no later than Oct. 27.

[image: alt]PayPal’s initially published policy specified that users may not send or receive transactions that “promote misinformation,” “present a risk to user safety,” “are objectionable,” or “are otherwise unfit for publication” – with users being fined $2,500 for violations that may be directly debited from their accounts. The policy stated that activities could be judged as violative of the policy “based on PayPal’s sole discretion.”

The policy was later retracted on the same day after public outcry over its alleged punishment of users for free speech, with PayPal’s former president, David Marcus, calling it “insanity” on Twitter. Elon Musk, one of the co-founders of PayPal, later said that he “agreed” with the decision.


It’s hard for me to openly criticize a company I used to love and gave so much to. But @PayPal’s new AUP goes against everything I believe in. A private company now gets to decide to take your money if you say something they disagree with. Insanity. https://t.co/Gzf8faChUb

— David Marcus (@davidmarcus) October 8, 2022




“The ability to transact without fear of retribution and political censorship is the foundation on which a free economy is built,” read a statement by Rep. Tom Emmer, the Ranking Member of the Financial Services Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, who is also in the running to become the next House Majority Whip. He added that “the American people deserve answers about how these decisions are made and whether their speech will be protected on this platform.”

The likely investigation of PayPal follows a pattern of Congress, under both Democratic and Republican majorities, investigating large technology companies for their user policies. Most notably, this has involved having these companies’ CEOs testify before Congress, with Mark Zuckerberg of Meta (then-named Facebook), Jack Dorsey of Twitter, Tim Cook of Apple, Jeff Bezos of Amazon and Sundar Pichai of Alphabet (Google’s parent company) all appearing for testimonysince 2019.

Democrats have focused on “misinformation” policies that distort the information landscape before elections, per remarksby Rep. Mike Doyle at a high-profile hearing in 2021 with Zuckerberg, Pichai and Dorsey. Republicans, meanwhile, have zeroed in on content restrictions they believe deliberately targets conservative users with the intention of suppressing information to favor left-wing causes and Democratic candidates, allegedly supported by the employees at these companies, with Republican Sen. Lindsey Graham raising the prospect of federal “licensing” requirements to protect users.

Recently, Facebook and Twitter faced criticism from conservatives following reports that officials from the White House, Department of Homeland Security and Department of Health & Human Services contacted the platforms to flag content deemed “misinformation” and request the removal of the postings and accounts. Among those targeted included a parody account of Dr Anthony Fauci, Biden’s Chief Medical Advisor, and an account run by Dr Marty Makary, a surgeon at Johns Hopkins University.

House GOP Leader Kevin McCarthy and Emmer did not respond to press inquiries from the Daily Caller News Foundation.

– – –

Arjun Singh is a reporter at Daily Caller News Foundation.

Photo “David Marcus” by Loic Le Meur. CC BY 2.0. Background Photo “PayPal Headquarters” by Michael Sauers. CC BY 2.0.
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Sign up here to get your copy of
The Star News Network Daily Update
Daily morning updates featuring stories from The Ohio Star and The Star News Network, plus breaking news, special offers, and more.
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Indicted, Powerful Former Ohio Utilities Chairman Dead; Suicide Suspected 
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States File Suit to Block Biden’s Student Debt Forgiveness Plan 
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Navy Orders ‘Deep Dive’ into Readiness After Massive Ship Deployment Delay 
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BREAKING HEADLINES





Senate Democrats to Dismiss Mayorkas Charges, Skip Full Impeachment Trial



Trump Says RFK Jr Should Expect to Be Indicted by Corrupt Biden Administration



Unhinged Vanderbilt Protesters Call 911 for Help to Change Tampon, Resort to Peeing in Bottles to Avoid Arrest



Russia Charges Four People over Moscow Terrorist Attack That Killed 137 and Injured 140



Gunmen Open Fire on Concert-Goers in Moscow, 40 Dead
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